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1. Introduction

While contractions were introduced in physics for analyzing the behavior of systems

subjected to some limiting process, deformations of Lie algebras and their generalizations

entered the theory as an appropriate tool to analyze stability [1]. More recent

developments, like the attempt to identify the stable form of quantum relativistic

kinematical algebras, Quantum Field Theory, expansions of Lie algebras and gauge

symmetries or the so called double Special Relativity also head in that direction

[2, 3, 4, 5, 6].

Often contractions and deformations are considered as dual operators. However,

this idea, although true in some sense, is not entirely satisfactory. It is elementary to

prove that any Lie algebra contracts onto the abelian algebra of the same dimension.

However, there is no Lie algebra onto which all algebras of the same dimension

deform. Thus, although contractions determine a distinguished algebra, the abelian,

deformations do not. One could claim that stable‡ algebras play the analogue role for

deformations as the abelian for contractions. However, even this assertion is false since

a Lie algebra does not generally deform onto a stable one. In this sense, deformations

add new possibilities that cannot appear in limiting processes. Among other properties,

contractions of Lie algebras imply various (numerical) relations among invariants of

contracting and contracted Lie algebras, such as dimensions of cohomology groups

or number of generalized Casimir invariants. It should therefore be expected that

deformations imply the reversal of these relations. This must obviously be true for

deformations that are the “inverse” of a contraction, but it will be false for a generic

deformation.

More specifically, we show that a non-invertible§ deformation can behave in a

rather unexpected way. For example, they can generate Casimir operators and central

extensions, which contradict the expected pattern that deformations make a Lie algebra

“less abelian”. This shows that, although the comparison of invariants of two given Lie

algebras provides some information whether a contraction between them is possible, for

deformations no assertion can be made by inspection of the corresponding invariants.

2. Contractions, deformations and cohomology of Lie algebras

Let g be a Lie algebra and Φt ∈ Aut(g) a family of automorphisms of g, where

t ∈ [1,∞).‖ For any X, Y ∈ g we define

[X, Y ]Φt
:= Φ−1

t [Φt(X),Φt(Y )] , (1)

‡ Also called rigid Lie algebras.
§ Later this concept will be made more precise.
‖ Other authors use the parameter range (0, 1], which is equivalent to this by simply changing the

parameter to t′ = 1/t.
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which obviously are the brackets of the Lie algebra over the transformed basis. Now

suppose that the limit

[X, Y ]
∞

:= lim
t→∞

Φ−1
t [Φt(X),Φt(Y )] (2)

exists for any X, Y ∈ g. Then equation (2) defines a Lie algebra g′ called the contraction

of g (by Φt), non-trivial if g and g′ are non-isomorphic, and trivial otherwise. A

contraction for which there exists some basis {Y1, .., Yn} such that the contraction matrix

AΦ is diagonal, i.e., adopts the form

(AΦ)ij = δijt
nj , nj ∈ R, t > 0,

is called a generalized Inönü-Wigner contraction [7]. An important problem in

contraction theory, completely solved in [7], is to prove that any contraction is equivalent

to a gen. Inönü-Wigner contraction with integer exponents nj . This implies that any

contraction can be realized by diagonal matrices over some bases.

Deformations of Lie algebras arise from the problem of studying the geometric

properties of the variety of Lie algebras when considered as a transformation space.

This leads to study the neighborhood of a given point (Lie algebra) in the variety.

Deformations are performed using cohomology of Lie algebras [8]. A formal deformation

gt of a Lie algebra g = (V, µ) is given by the deformed commutator:

[X, Y ]t := [X, Y ] + ψm(X, Y )tm,

where t is a parameter and ψm : V × V → V is a skew-symmetric bilinear map.

Imposing the Jacobi identity (up to quadratic order of t) to the deformed commutator,

it follows that the expression satisfied by ψ1 characterizes it as a 2-cocycle in the second

cohomology space¶ H2(g, g), i.e., it satisfies the constraint

dψ1(Xi, Xj, Xk) := [Xi, ψ1(Xj , Xk)] + [Xk, ψ1(Xi, Xj)] + [Xj, ψ1(Xk, Xi)] +

+ ψ1(Xi, [Xj , Xk]) + ψ1(Xk, [Xi, Xj]) + ψ1(Xj, [Xk, Xi]) = 0. (3)

The preceding computation shows that in order to define a Lie algebra, a

deformation has to satisfy an integrability condition.

Definition 1 Let ϕ ∈ H2(g, g) be a nontrivial cocycle. It is called integrable if it

satisfies the condition

1

2
[ϕ, ϕ] (Xi, Xj , Xk) :=

∑

σ∈S3

ϕ(Xσ(i), ϕ(Xσ(j), Xσ(k)) = 0, (4)

for all Xi, Xj, Xk in g.

Therefore, if ϕ is an integrable cocyle, the linear deformation given by

[X, Y ]t := [X, Y ] + tϕ(X, Y )

satisfies the Jacobi identity and defines a Lie algebra. In particular, nullity of H2(g, g)

implies that any deformation is isomorphic to g [8].+

¶ See apendix A for definitions and properties of cohomology.
+ Such algebras are called cohomologically rigid or stable.
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As known, classical kinematical Lie algebras may be seen as deformations of the

static Lie algebra [9]. At the same time, they can be interpreted as contractions of the

De Sitter algebras. This suggests that (physically), contractions and deformations are

inverse procedures. Although it is not globally true, since there are deformations not

related to contractions, any contraction is actually related to a deformation (see e.g.

[7]).

Definition 2 A deformation gt (0 ≤ t ≤ 1) is called of plateau type if g0 6≃ g1 and

gt ≃ g1 for all t ∈ (0, 1].

The problem of which deformations are related to a contraction is solved in the

following result [7]:

Theorem 1 For any contraction g  g′ there exists a plateau deformation g′ → g

inverse to the contraction. Conversely, for any deformation of plateau type there exists

a contraction inverse to it.

As a consequence, non-invertible deformations are not of plateau type. This result

moreover indicates for which class of Lie algebras the invertibility of deformations can

fail, namely families of Lie algebras with some parameter that acts as scaling factor on

some generators.

3. Number of invariants and deformations

Since any Lie algebra contracts onto the abelian Lie algebra nL1, in some sense

contractions of Lie algebras can be thought of as an “abelianizing” operator. Among

other properties, a contraction g g′ satisfies the inequalities

dimHj(g) ≤ dimHj(g′),

dimH1(g, g) < dimH1(g′, g′),

dimHj(g, g) ≤ dimHj(g′, g′), j 6= 1

(5)

for any j ≥ 0.∗ This means that any plateau deformation reverses the preceding

inequalities. Another important property concerns the number N (g) of invariants of

the coadjoint representation. Given a basis {X1, .., Xn} of g and the structure tensor{
Ck

ij

}
, then g can be realized in the space C∞ (g∗) by means of the differential operators:

X̂i = Ck
ijxk

∂

∂xj

, (6)

where [Xi, Xj ] = Ck
ijXk (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) and {x1, .., xn} is a dual basis of {X1, .., Xn}.

The invariants of g (in particular, Casimir operators) are the solutions of the system of

partial differential equations:

X̂iF = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (7)

∗ These identities seem to have been used in the literature without proof. For completeness in the

exposition, in appendix B we give a proof of these inequalities using exterior forms.
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The number N (g) of functionally independent solutions is obtained from the classical

criteria for differential equations, and equals:

N (g) := dim g − rank
(
Ck

ijxk

)
, (8)

where A(g) :=
(
Ck

ijxk

)
is the matrix associated to the commutator table of g over the

given basis. It is known (see e.g. [10]) that for a contraction g g′ of Lie algebras, the

following inequality must be satisfied

N (g) ≤ N (g′) . (9)

That is, contractions may generate additional independent invariants for the

coadjoint representation. By theorem 1, any deformation of plateau type reverses the

preceding inequality. It could therefore be expected that for a deformation g′
 g, even

if it not of plateau type, the following inequality is satisfied

N (g) ≤ N (g′) . (10)

This agrees with the geometric idea that deformations add more components to the

structure tensor, and therefore can increase the rank of A(g). However, we will point

out that the latter equation is generally false, which shows that, in general, there is no

apparent relation between the number of invariants of a Lie algebra and a deformation

which is not of plateau type.

To this extent, let F =
{
gα = sl (2,R)

−→⊕2D 1
2

⊕D0
A1,α,α

5,7 ,−1 ≤ α ≤ 1
}

be the eight

dimensional family of Lie algebras given by the brackets

[X1, X2] = 2X2, [X1, X3] = −2X3, [X2, X3] = X1, [X1, X4] = X4,

[X1, X5] = −X5, [X1, X6] = X6, [X1, X7] = −X7, [X2, X5] = X4,

[X2, X7] = X6, [X3, X4] = X5, [X3, X6] = X7, [X4, X8] = X4,

[X5, X8] = X5, [X6, X8] = αX6, [X7, X8] = αX7.

For the parameter range −1 ≤ α ≤ 1, these algebras are pairwise non-isomorphic [11].

The parameter α describes the action of a torus on the maximal nilpotent ideal of gα.

Using (8) it is straightforward to verify that

N (gα) =

{
0, α 6= −1

2, α = −1
. (11)

Thus g−1 is a singular element in the family, and deserves a more detailed analysis.

Proposition 1 g−1 is the only member of the family F that is a contraction of a

semisimple Lie algebra.

Proof. Since in dimension 8 the only (real) semisimple Lie algebras are su (3),

su (2, 1) and sl (3,R), if gβ is a contraction of these for some β ∈ [−1, 1], then it must

satisfy N (gβ) ≥ 2 by (9). Therefore only g−1 can appear as a contraction. In order to

obtain it, we analyze the cohomology group H2 (g−1, g−1) and the existence of invertible
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(i.e., of plateau type) deformations. A routine buy tedious computation shows that

dimH2 (g−1, g−1) = 2, generated by the cocycle classes of

ϕ1 (X4, X6) = X2, ϕ1 (X4, X7) = −1
2
X1 + 3

2
X8,

ϕ1 (X5, X6) = −1
2
X1 −

3
2
X8, ϕ1 (X5, X7) = −X3.

ϕ2 (X6, X8) = X6, ϕ2 (X7, X8) = X7.

Now consider g−1 (ε1, ε2) = g−1 + ε1ϕ1 + ε2ϕ2 with bracket operation

(g−1 + ε1ϕ1 + ε2ϕ2) (X, Y ) := [X, Y ] + ε1ϕ1 (X, Y ) + ε2ϕ2 (X, Y ) .

It is straightforward to verify that the preceding bracket satisfies the Jacobi condition

if and only if♯

ε1ε2 = 0.

We therefore obtain two types of linear deformations: g−1 (ε1) := g−1 + ε1ϕ1 and

g−1 (ε2) := g−1 + ε2ϕ2. Both deformations are integrable and define a Lie algebra. It

follows at once that [g−1 (ε1) , g−1 (ε1)] = g−1 (ε1), thus the deformed algebra is perfect.

In order to prove that g−1 (ε1) is semisimple for all values of ε1 6= 0, we compute the

Killing metric tensor κ. Over the ordered basis {X1, .., X8}, the matrix of κ is given by

Aκ =





12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0

0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 −6ε1 0

0 0 0 0 0 6ε 0 0

0 0 0 0 6ε1 0 0 0

0 0 0 −6ε1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 4





.

For ε1 6= 0 we have det (Aκ) = −21037ε4
1 6= 0, thus g−1 (ε1) is semisimple. The eigenvalues

of Aκ are

Sp(Aκ) = {4, 6,−6, 12, 6ε1, 6ε1,−6ε1,−6ε1} ,

therefore for any ε1 6= 0 the signature of the matrix is

σ = 2,

proving that g−1 (ε1) is isomorphic to the real normal form sl (3,R) [12]. Moreover, it

follows from this proof that g−1(ǫ1) is a deformation of plateau type, thus we obtain the

contraction sl(3,R) g1 by inversion.

Corollary 1 Any element gα of the family F can be obtained as a linear deformation

of g−1. Additionally, no algebra gα contracts nontrivially onto g−1.

♯ In this case the obstruction is indeed in the third cohomology group H3 (g−1, g−1), which has

dimension 2. See Table 1.
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Proof. It suffices to consider 0 < ε2 ≤ 2. Then g−1 (ε2) = g−1 + ε2ϕ2 is isomorphic

to gε2−1 and we have −1 < ε2 − 1 ≤ 1, thus any member of the family can be reached.

To show that no member of the family contracts onto g−1, it suffices to observe that the

dimensions of the derivation algebra are:

dimDer (gα) =

{
9, α 6= 1

11, α = 1
.

Since for any nontrivial contraction g g′ the strict inequality dimDer (g) <

dimDer (g′) must be satisfied, no contraction up to the trivial one is possible. In

particular, this shows that no deformation g−1(ǫ2) is of plateau type.

Proposition 2 For any −1 < α ≤ 1 the Lie algebra g−1 is a linear deformation of

gα. Moreover the deformation generates two non-constant invariants for the coadjoint

representation.

Proof. Computing the adjoint cohomology groups for the family F (see Table 1) it

follows that for any value −1 < α ≤ 1 the Lie algebra gα admits the nontrivial cocycle

ϕ defined by

ϕ (X6, X8) = X6, ϕ (X7, X8) = X8.

For α = ±1, this cocycle actually generates the cohomology space H2 (gα, ga). Now,

for any −1 < α ≤ 1 the third cohomology group vanishes, i.e., H3 (gα, gα) = 0, which

implies that the linear deformation gα (ε) := gα + εϕ is integrable and defines a non-

isomorphic Lie algebra. Since for any value of ǫ such that −1 ≤ α + ǫ ≤ 1 holds

the deformed algebra is nonisomorphic, these deformations are never of plateau type,

showing that no contractions among the family elements exist. Now, choosing ǫ such

that α + ε = −1, the Lie algebra gα (−1 − α) has the same commutators as g−1, thus

is isomorphic to it. This proves the first assertion. By (11), gα has no invariants for

α 6= −1, thus the deformation decreases the rank of A(g) and generates two invariants

for the coadjoint representation.††

As a consequence, the deformation decreases the rank of A(gα). This means

geometrically that the generic rank of an exterior form in the space spanned by the

Maurer-Cartan forms is reduced by the deformation. This fact is of interest for

representations, since it indicates the possibility that deformations introduce additional

internal labels to describe basis states of a representation [13, 14, 15].

This result implies the general falseness of the intuitive idea that a contraction of Lie

algebras “abelianizes” it. The preceding result show that there exist deformations that

delete various brackets and make the deformed algebra more “abelian”.

††These two invariants are actually Casimir operators, and can be obtained by contraction of the

quadratic and cubic invariants of sl(3, R).
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4. Central extensions and cohomology with trivial coefficients

It follows from (5) that contractions of Lie algebras can generate cohomology. The

physically most useful situation is that a trivial central extension g⊗R of an algebra g

leads to a non-trivial central extension ĝ′ of a contraction g′. This happens for example

for the Poincaré and Galilei algebras, as well as for other kinematical algebras [5, 9].

Obviously deformations of plateau type reverse the inequalities in (5). We illustrate in

this section that skipping the assumption of plateau type, no assertions can be made in

general on the behavior of the Betti numbers bi(g) = dimH i(gα) by deformations.

Proposition 3 Let −1 ≤ α ≤ 1 following relations hold:

(i) For α 6= −1, 0, the deformations g−1−→gα decrease b2 by one unity.

(ii) For α 6= −1, 0, the deformations gα−→gβ (β = 0,−1) increase b2 by one unity.

(iii) The deformation g−1−→g0 preserves b2.

This implies that a general deformation can also create central extensions. By (5),

any such deformation is not of plateau type. The proof of this result follows at once by

the preceding results and the dimensions of the cohomology groups

H2(gα) = 0, α 6= −1, 0,

dimH2(gα) = 1, α = −1, 0. (12)

This result has a interesting consequence that allows to determine whether a given

deformation can be of plateau type. Recall that for any Lie algebra the Poincaré

polynomial is defined as

PT (g) = 1 +

dimg∑

i=1

bi(g)T i. (13)

Proposition 4 Let g′ −→ g be a nontrivial deformation. If the polynomial PT (g′) −

PT (g) has negative coefficients, then the deformation cannot be of plateau type.

Proof. If the deformation is of plateau type, then it can be reversed to a contraction

g g′ by theorem 1. By (5) we have bi(g) ≤ bi(g
′) for all j. Therefore

PT (g′) − PT (g) =

dimg∑

i=1

(bi(g
′) − bi(g))T i (14)

is a polynomial with non-negative coefficients.

We observe that this result can also be applied as a criterion to analyze the existence

of contractions.
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5. Conclusions

We have seen that in general there is no possible comparison between the cohomology

and the number of invariants for a deformation of Lie algebras, up to a special class

(plateau type), which correspond exactly to invertible contractions. Specifically we

have exhibited a family of Lie algebras which, with two exceptions, does only admit

non-invertible deformations. These deformations can create invariants for the coadjoint

representation, as well as deleting cohomology, contrary to the expected pattern for

deformations. Additionally, these algebras do not deform onto a stable algebra, with

the exception of g−1, thus constitute a singular class of algebras in the variety of Lie

algebra laws [8]. They moreover provide a certain geometrical insight for the non-

existence of contractions, since brackets deleted by deformations cannot be recovered

by a limiting process.

Geometrically, the notion of non-plateau type deformations adds a new perspective

to the non-stability of a system. While plateau deformations give rise to a contraction,

thus offering the transition from one system to the other, non-plateau type deformations

imply not only instability (like all deformations), but also non-reversibility of processes

when subjected to infinitesimal changes. Consider for instance the Bianchi VIIh-type

algebras (including VII0 type)

[X1, X2] = hX2 +X3, [X1, X3] = −X2 + hX3. (15)

Making the appropriate changes of coordinates, the Bianchi metrics can be reduced to

the following form

ds2 = e−2hx3
(
a2(t)(cosx3dx1 + sin x3dx2)

2 + b2(t)(sin x3dx1 − cos x3dx2)
2
)

+c2(t)dx2
3 − dt2. (16)

We observe that limh→0 ds
2 gives the metric

ds2 = a2(t)(cosx3dx1 + sin x3dx2)
2 + b2(t)(sin x3dx1 − cosx3dx2)

2 + c2(t)dx2
3 − dt2, (17)

which actually coincides with the Bianchi metric for type VII0. That is, the metrics of

the corresponding models are related by a limiting process, although for no value h 6= 0

(15) contracts onto VII0. However, the latter deforms to any Bianchi VIIh type by means

of a deformation of non-plateau type. Thus introducing an infinitesimal parameter in

VII0 leads to a non-equivalent model with quite different physical properties [16]. One

of these is that this infinitesimal change in the parameter connects the flat and open

Friedmann-Robertson-Walker models [17], and that there is no possibility of recovering

the flat model from the open one.

The existence of deformations of non-plateau type could therefore be of some use in

physical models depending on some parameters, in order to analyze their sensitiveness

to small changes (i.e. perturbations) of the model. These changes could be interpreted

as an additional degree of instability of systems, opposed to stable systems associated

to rigid (e.g. semisimple) Lie algebras.
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Table 1. Adjoint cohomology of the family F

α dimH3 (gα, gα) dimH2 (gα, gα) dimDer (gα) N (gα)

−1 2 2 9 2

α 6= ±1 0 1 9 0

1 0 3 11 0
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Appendix A. Cohomology of Lie algebras

Let g be a Lie algebra and V a representation of g. A p-dimensional cochain of g (with

values in V ) is a p-linear skew-symmetric mapping

Φ : g × .(p).× g −→ V. (A.1)

A 0-cochain is by definition a constant function. We denote by Cp (g, V ) =

Hom(
∧p

g, V ) the space of p-cochains. We can provide Cp (g, V ) with the structure

of a g-module structure by putting

(XΦ) (X1, ..., Xp) = X.Φ (X1, ..., Xp) −
∑

1≤i≤p

Φ (X1, ..., [X,Xi] , ..., Xp) (A.2)

for all X1, ..., Xp ∈ g. The coboundary operator dp : Cp (g, V ) −→ Cp+1 (g, V ) is

defined by

dpΦ (X1, ..., Xp+1) =
∑

1≤s≤p+1

(−1)s+1 (Xs.Φ)
(
X1, ..., X̂s, ..., Xp+1

)
+

+
∑

1≤s≤t≤p+1

(−1)s+t Φ
(
[Xs, Xt] , X1, ..., X̂s, ..., X̂t,..., Xp+1

)
(A.3)

By this definition, dp (Cp (g, g)) ⊂ Cp+1 (g, g), and it can be verified that dp◦dp = 0

for all p. The space of p-cocycles is defined as Zp (g, V ) = ker dp, and coboundaries by

Bp (g, V ) = Imdp. The pth-cohomology space with values in V is then defined by

Hp (g, V ) = Zp (g, V ) /Bp (g, V ) . (A.4)

In particular, for any p ≥ we have the following identity:

dimBp+1(g, V ) = dimCp(g, V )−dimZp(g, V ) = dimV

(
dim g

p

)
−dimZp(g, V ).(A.5)

Notation 1 For the trivial module V = R the notation for the cohomology spaces is

simply Hp (g).

We recall the interpretation of some cohomology groups of low order (see e.g. [18]

for further details):

(i) H0 (g, g) = Z(g) is the centre of g.

(ii) H1 (g, g) = Der(g) is the algebra of derivations.

(iii) dimH1 (g) =codimg [g, g].

(iv) H2 (g) is identified with the isomorphism classes of one dimensional central

extensions of g.
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Appendix B. Proof of formula (5)

Proposition 5 Let g g′ be a contraction. Then following inequalities hold:

(i) dimHk (g,R) ≤ dimHk (g′,R) , j ≥ 0

(ii) dimHk (g, g) ≤ dimHk (g′, g) , j ≥ 0.

Proof. We prove the result for the De Rham cohomology, the argument being

analogous for the adjoint cohomology. By Theorem 1, there exists a basis {X1, .., Xn}

of g over which the contraction is given by the diagonal matrix T (ε)ij = δj
i ε

nj , with

nj ∈ Z. We compute the cohomology over the transformed basis {X ′
i = εniXi}. A basis

of Cp (g,R) is clearly given by the elementary cochains

ϕi1...ip

(
X ′

j1
, .., X ′

jn

)
= δj1

i1
...δjn

in
. (B.1)

Taking the dual basis {ω1, .., ωn} of {X ′
1, .., X

′
n}, the cocycle can be identified with the

exterior form

ϕi1...ip = ωi1 ∧ ... ∧ ωip. (B.2)

Thus an arbitrary p-cochain ϕ is given by a R-linear combination

ϕ = αi1..,ipωi1 ∧ ... ∧ ωip.

The cocycle condition implies the nullity by the coboundary operator

dϕ = αi1..ipd
(
ωi1 ∧ ... ∧ ωip

)
= 0. (B.3)

Since we are working on the transformed basis, the Maurer-Cartan equations of g have

the form:

dωk = εni+nj−nkCk
ijωi ∧ ωj. (B.4)

Developing (B.3) we obtain

(−1)il−1 αi1...ipεnjl
+nkk

−nilCil
jlkl
ωi1 ∧ .. ∧ ωil−1

∧ ωjl
∧ ωkl

∧ ωil+1
∧ .. ∧ ωip = 0. (B.5)

The latter equation is nothing but a linear system in the αi1..,ip whose coefficients are

of the type εnjl
+nkk

−nilCil
jlkl

. These coefficients depend both on the structure tensor and

the contraction parameter ǫ. The coefficient matrix of (B.5) will be denoted by A (εni).

It follows that Zp (g,R) is given by the kernel of this system, thus

dimZp (g, V ) =

(
dim g

p

)
− rank A (εni) . (B.6)

Observe that the coefficient matrix depends on εni. Thus taking the limit we have

rankA (εni) ≥ rank
(

lim
∈→0

A (εni)
)
. (B.7)

But B := (lim∈→0 A (εni)) is the coefficient matrix we obtain computing the cohomology

after the contraction, thus we get
(

dim g

p

)
− rank

(
lim
∈→0

A (εni)
)

= dimZp (g′,R) . (B.8)
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This proves that dimZp (g,R) ≤ dimZp (g′,R) for any p. By (A.5) it follows at once

that

dimBp (g,R) ≥ dimBp (g′,R) , p ≥ 0. (B.9)

Putting together these inequalities we obtain the chain

dimZp (g′,R) − dimBp (g′,R) ≥ dimZp (g′,R) − dimBp (g,R)

≥ dimZp (g,R) − dimBp (g,R) , (B.10)

that is,

dimHp (g′,R) ≥ dimHp (g,R) . (B.11)

As a direct consequence of this formula, no contraction g of a semisimple Lie algebra

s can have vanishing cohomology H3(g).
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